Cooperation among individuals depends, in large part, on a sense of fairness. Many cooperating nonhuman primates show inequity aversion (i.e. negative responses to unequal outcomes), and these responses towards inequity probably evolved as a means to preserve the advantages of cooperative relationships. However, marmosets (Callithrix spp.) tend to show little or no inequity aversion, despite the high occurrence of prosociality and cooperative breeding in callitrichid monkeys. Oxytocin (OXT) has been implicated in a wide variety of social processes, but little is known about whether OXT modulates inequity aversion towards others. We used a tray-pulling task to evaluate whether marmosets would donate superior rewards to their long-term pair mate or an opposite-sex stranger following OXT, OXT antagonist and saline treatments. We found that marmosets show inequity aversion, and that this inequity aversion is socially and sex specific. Male marmosets showed inequity aversion towards their pair mates but not towards strangers, and female marmosets did not show inequity aversion. OXT treatments did not significantly influence inequity aversion in marmosets. While OXT may modulate prosocial preferences, the motivations underlying cooperative relationships, such as inequity aversion, are multifaceted. More research is needed to evaluate the evolutionary origins, biological processes and social contexts that influence complex phenotypes like inequity aversion. Inequity aversion can differ within species in important and distinct ways, including between individuals who do and do not share a cooperative relationship. Overall, these findings support the view that inequity aversion is an important behavioural strategy for the maintenance of cooperative relationships.
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A sense of fairness between individuals is an important feature for the preservation of long-lasting cooperative relationships in primates. Maintaining fairness in cooperative relationships requires the ability to recognize inequitable outcomes and the motivation to refuse them. There has been a long and rich interest in whether and to what extent primates understand differential reward outcomes. Nearly a century ago, it was first reported that young macaque monkeys trained to perform a response to receive a banana reward expressed 'disappointment', 'frustration' and refusal when the banana reward was substituted with a less preferred lettuce reward (Tinklepaugh, 1928) . However, it was not until recently that these individual reward contrast effects were studied in a social context involving differential reward outcomes between partners (Brosnan & de Waal, 2003) . Specifically, Brosnan and de Waal found that capuchin monkeys actively refused less preferred cucumber rewards after witnessing partners receive more preferred grape rewards. The decrease in the monkeys' response frequency and their refusal to accept less preferred rewards relative what they had observed others receiving is generally defined as inequity aversion (Fehr & Schmidt, 1999) .
Inequity aversion is an important contextual feature that shapes cooperative behaviour in nonhuman primates. Nonhuman primates show an extraordinary range of social decision-making strategies across a wide collection of tasks aimed at measuring inequity aversion, including tray pulling, token exchanges, economic games or naturalistic behaviours (Brosnan & de Waal, 2014) . Many of these social decision-making strategies reflect differences in cognitive and motivational capabilities, diversity in speciesspecific behaviours and disparities in nuanced methodologies
